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SEXUAL ABUSE OF INDIAN CHILDREN

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m., in room
2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. John Conyers (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Conyers, Edwards, and Boucher.
Staff present: Thomas W. Hutchison, counsel; Raymond V.

Smietanka, associate counsel; and Cheryl D. Reynolds, clerk.
Mr. Commas. Good morning. The subcommittee will come to

order.
Today's hearing is on H.R. 3826, which proposes to amend title

18 of the United States Code to make felonious sexual molestation
of a minor an offense within Indian country.

I yield now to the author of this legislation for any remarks he
might care to make.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to
commend you for scheduling this hearing, and I appreciate very
much your action in that regard.

This bill seeks to address a problem that has been of increasing
concern to Indian tribes, and that is the sexual abuse of Indian
children.

Under the present law, when an Indian adult sexually abuses an
Indian child in Indian country through crimes such as forcible
intercourse, forcible sodomy, incest, or statutory rape, the Major
Crimes Act allows the Federal Government to prosecute the offend-
er, but when the sexual abuse takes other forms, the Federal Gov-
ernment cannot prosecute and the State cannot prosecute either.
Only the Indian tribal courts would have jurisdiction, and they are
very severely limited in the punishment which they can impose.
Therefore, even though the conduct would be a felony under the
law of the State where the conduct occurs, a tribal court could
impose only a maximum of 6 months imprisonment and a fine of
$500.

I would point out, Mr. Chairman, that the situation is different if
the child is a non-Indian. In that situation the Federal Govern-
ment can prosecute using the law of the Stiite to provide the ele-
ments of tne offense and the maximum punishment. Therefore, in
a very real sense Federal law does not protect Indian children to
the same extent that it protects non-Indian children where these
offenses occur in Indian country.

(1)
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H.R. 3826 addresses the concern of the Indian tribes and assures
that Indian children are protected by the law to the same extent
that f- on-Indian children are protected. The bill amends the Major
Crimes Act to permit the Federal Government to prosecute feloni-
ous sexual molestation of a miner. The law of the State in which
the conduct takes place will supply the definition and the elements
of the offense as well as the maximum punishment.

I would like to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, two matters. First, the
term "felonious sexual molestation of a minor" is not used in a
narrow technical 'sense to incorporate a State offense only if the
State offense has that exact title. Rather, the term is used in a ge-
neric or descriptive sense to incorporate the State offense that pun-
ishes nonforcible sexual ;onduct involving children. Therefore, a
State may call the offense indecent liberties, for example, and, if
so, H.R. 3826 would incorporate that offense under the generic
term "felonious sexual molestation of a minor."

70 would also like to emphasize that the bill will in no way de-
pe,vt: the Indian tribal courts of jurisdiction. Those courts can con-
tinuz, to try Indians accused of sexually molesting Indian children.
There is no impediment to tribal court jurisdiction in the legisla-
tion or in the Major Crimes Act, and the Dual Sovereign Doctrine
disposes of any claim that tribal court jurisdiction as well as paral-
lel Federal court jurisdiction could constitute double jeopardy.

A bill identical to H.R. 3826 has passed in the Senate, and the
Indian tribes are quite anxious that something be done quickly to
resolve the problem.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for your prompt action in
scheduling this hearing, and I look forward with you to hearing
from our witnesses today.

Mr. CONYERS. I thank my colleague.
Our first witness, from the Department of Justice, is Deputy As-

sistant Attorney General Victoria Toensing, who has worked with
the Criminal Justice Subcommittee across the years.

Welcome again to the subcommittee.

TESTIMONY OF VICTORIA TOENSING, DEPUTY ASSISTANT AT-
TORNEY GENERAL, CRIMINAL DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF JUS.
TICE
MS. TOENSING. Good to see you, Mr. Chairman
Assistant Attorney General Lois Herrington was scheduled to be

your witness this morning, but she became ill, and so I am what
they cad a pinch-hitter. However, I have Criminal Division jurisdic-
tion over the laws on Indian reservations, so I feel I have had bat-
ting practice for this testimony.

I would like to tell you right off, Mr. Chairman, that the Depart-
ment of Justice strongly supports this legislation. We feel that it is
necessary. It is intended to fill a gap in the MRior Crimes Act, 18
U.S.C. 1153, as it relates to sexual conduct directed at Indian chil-
dren.

Let me just explain how there is a gap because I alwr.ys like to
get the law down to the basics. The general rule is that under 18
U.S.C. 1152 U.S., criminal laws apply to Indian country. But there
is an exception to that within 1152, and that is where an Indian
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commits a crime against an Indian. However, 18 U.S.C. 1153 says
there is an exception to that exception where there are certain
major crimes. Those crimes are specified in 1153. The problem, the
gap, is that we do not have any crime listed in 1153 which would
cover the sexual molestation oA minors. So that is where we are
and why we have a gap in the law.

We feel that there has been an increase in incidents of child
sexual molestation on Indian reservations, and the fact that many
of these eases cannot be dealt with effectively under our statutes
I eads is tii believe that we should amend the statute.

If it is not amended, serious offenses against these children can
be prosecuted only in a tribal court which may administer punish-
ment of no incr.,* than 6 months imprisonment under 25 U.S.C.
1302(7). We feel that the Federal Government has an obligation to
take steps te p-Jvide children in Indian country with the same pro-
tections aq those afforded to the non-Indian children in the rest of
th%'t S'Latk.

6 R. 8826 would accomplish that objective, and it would ensure
an equality of punishment for serious offenses against minors, irre-
spective of whether the defendant and the victim are Indians or
non-Indians.

Currently, State laws provide for more stringent punishment for
a non-Indian who commits a crime of sexual molestation ofa minorthan that 6-month maximum that may be administered when an
Indian commits the same crime.

H.R. 3826 adds the offense of "felonious sexual molestation of a
minor" to section 1153. This change allows the prosecution under
State law in Federal court of an Indian as well as of a non-Indian
sexual molester of Indian children in Indian country. The descrip-
tion of the offense as "felonious r,exual molestation of a minor" is
meant to be generic, as Congressman Boucher just said, so th'at it
would not matter whether the particular State designated its of-
fense as "sexual molestation" or by some other title such as "inde-
cent liberties" or "sexual contact with children." It is a genericterm.

In conclusion, let me say that I commend you for having these
hearings and for supporting this legislation. We join you in that
support, and I will be glad to answer any questions that you have.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Boucher.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me pick up on the last point that you made in closing your

testimony. I think A is clear that we all want the torm "felonious
sexual molestation of a minor" to be generic, so that if a particular
State does not have an offe'aFte with that exact title, we can pick up
within that nut whatever off. . Ise the State does have that is feloni-
ous and that involves a sexually related assault against a minor.Do you think that the way the bill is drafted we are achieving
that objective? Is this clearly enough stated that we intend to be
generic in our application of this that we accomplish that goal?

MS. TOENSING. It appears to be so. I do not know if the subcom-
mittee or the committee intends to have a report, but certainly
that kind of language can be repeated and stated very succinctly in
a rep ort, so there would be no doubt.

1.)
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Mr. BOUCHER. OK. I am sure we probably will be preparing a
report, and we will spell that out very clearly.

Sometimes judges do not feel necessarily bound by what they see
in a report. They tend to look at the language, and if it is fairly
clear in and of itself, they will interpret it as they see fit. I am just
wondering if there is going to be a problem raised by that. But I
guess you feel that report language would be sufficient to specify
our intent.

Ms. TOENSING. Congressman Boucher, there would be no problem
with that because if it is clear on the face of the statute, that is all
the further the courts should go. It is only if it is murky in the
statute that they look to the report. So if we are clear in the stat-
ute and then restate it in the report, I think we are in good shape.

Mr. BOUCHER. All right.
Another possible approach to dealing with this problem is to give

Indian tribal courts the authority to impose felony punishments ex-
ceeding 6 months, which is the maximum punishment they can
impose today. What does the Depa rtment of Justice think of that
approach?

Ms. TOENSING. We would oppose that, Congressman Boucher, for
several reasons. There is a concern on our part about the due proc-
ess, U.S. constitutional rights that are applicable to all Indians.
The tribal courts are not set up in a way that they would give all
the guarantees that we are used to in our criminal justice system.

For instance, most of the judges are not law trained. There are
no appeals in the tribal system. So there are several problems that
would give us great concern in that area.

Mr. BOUCHER. Let me give you a hypothetical situation where an
offense occurs on an Indian reservation whkh has land in two ad-
joining States. The offense under State law would bear a punish-
ment of 2 years in one State and a punishment of 1 y ear in the
other State.

Assume that the offense occurs on the land that is in the State
that bears the 2-year punishment. Would there be an equal protec-
Om argument that the defendant could raise because land of this
reservation lies within both States and the two States vary in their
punishm ent?

Ms. TOENSING. Having been an in-court prosecutor for 5 years, I
know there is always an argument that defense attorneys can
raise, but whether they can win it is another matter. We do not see
any problem with that. We do not feel that a court would sa y there
was an equal protection problem since it would be no different in
practice than a person in one State and a person in another State
receiving different sentences for the same crime.

Mr. BOUCHER. I guess the only difference would be that this is an
example of Federal law incorporating State law and makirg a Fed-
eral offense of whatever the State defmes to be an offense, and the
nature of the Federal offense would vary depending upon in which
State the crime was committed. But you still do not see that as
being an equal protection problem?

MS. TOENSING. No.
Mr. BOUCHER. OK. Do you see anything in this bill which would

serve to divest jurisdiction of the tribal courts? We believe it does
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not, but I would like to know whether the Department of Justice
agrees with us in that assessment.

MS. TOENSING. We agree with you, Congressman Boucher. We
feel that there would be concurrent jurisdiction so that the Indians
could still prosecute or have whatever they call their proceedings
that would go to the 6 months, the misdemeanor offense.

Mr. BOUCHER. OK. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Smietanka.
Mr. SMIETANKA. WOHld you please explain, if you can, how the

offense that is added by this legislation relates to an offense al-
ready in the Major Crimes Act, namely, carnal knowledge of any
female not one's wife who has not attained the age of 16 years?

Ms. TOENSING. That was one of the first questions I asked when I
saw the legislation. So we looked at that issue, and it appears thatthe interpretation of the carnal knowledge of a female provision
that is in there really applies to actual sexual intercourse, entering
the vagina. It does not cover a situation where perhaps the person
is young and so there is no forcible situation where you have aminor not objecting and someone doing a gentle touching of the
genital area; it does not include that. The interpretation has
always been a sort of forcible rape situation.

Mr. SMIETANKA. In other words, the offense that would be added
is somewhat broader in scope than the one that is already in there.

Ms. TOENSING. Yes; it fills that gap.
Mr. Shun AisixA. Would you feel the same reticence about raising

the limit on tribal court sentences to, say, a figure of 1 year ratherthan 6 months?
Ms. TOENSING. Yes.
Mr. SMIETANKA. For the same reasons?
MS. TOENSING. Yes.
Mr. SmigrAm. Thank you.
Mr. Comma I appreciate your coming before us on behalf of the

Department of Justice. We are going to move the legislation for-
ward as quickly as we can.

Ms. TOENSING. We appreciate that.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
MS. TOENSING. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Assistant Attorney General Herring-ton followsl
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Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to tectify before you today on H.R.3826, a bill to prevent the cexual molestation of children inIndian country. The Department of Justice strongly supportsenactment of this legislation.

H.R. 3826 is intended to fill a gap in the Major Crimes Act, 18
U.S.C. § 1153, as it relates to ,sexual conduct directed atchildren. Under the existing Act, section 1153 covers thecrimes of rape, involuntary sodomy, and carnal knowledge of afemale under the age of 16, when those crimes are committed byan Indian in Indian country. Althouct the Major Crimes Act wasamended last year to add the offense Pt' involuntary sodomy, the
Act does not provide adequate coverage for nonforcible sexual
conduct involving children. Serious offenses not covered by theAct are various types of sexual contact with male or femalechildren other than carnal knowledge.

Due to the troubling increase in incidents of child sexual
molestation on Indian reservations and the fact that many ofthese cases cannot be dealt with effectively under current
statutes, we believe that the Major Crimes Act should be amended
to permit improved enforcement of protections against child
molestations. If the Act is not amended, serious offensesagainst children can be prosecuted only in a tribal court, which
may adzinister punishment of no more than six months'
imprisonment under 25 U.S.C. § 1302(7).

The Federal government has an obligation to take steps to
provide children in Indian country with the same protections asthose afforded to non-Indian children. H.R. 3826 would
accomplish that objective and would insure an equality of
punishment for serious offenses against minors irrespective of
whether the defendant and the victim are Indians or non-Indians.
Currently, state laws provide for more stringent punishment for
a non-Indian who commits a crime of sexual molestation of aminor than the six-month maximum imprisonment that may be
administered to an Indian who commits the same crime.

H.R. 3826 adds the offense of "felonious sexual molestati.-,n of a
minor" to section 1153 of the Major CTimes Act. Thic 7dange
allows prosecution under state law in Federal Court of Indian
as well as non-Indian sexual molesters of children in Indian
country. The description of the offense as "felonious sexual
molestation of a minor" is meant to be generic in nature so that
it would not matter whether the particular state designated its
offense as "sexual molestation" or by some other title such as
"indecent liberties" or "sexual contact" with children.

In conclusion, the Department of Justice believes H.R. 3826 will
help protect child victims of sexual abuse through deterrence
and punishment of would-be and actual offenders. We are
encouraged that the Senate recently approved this type of
legislation and we urge this Committee and the full House to
give prompt and favorable consideration to H.R. 3826.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear before
your Committee today to speak in support of H.R. 3826 and I will
be pleased to respond to any questions.

1 1
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Mr. CONYERS. Our next witness is the executive director of the
National Congress of American Indians, Suzan Shown Harjo. Her
statement, like Ms. Toensing's, will be made a part of the record.

Welcome.

TESTIMONY OF SUZAN SHOWN HARJO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS

Ms. HARJO. Thank you.
My name is Suzan Shown Harjo. I am Cheyenne and Creek, and

I am a citizen of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma.
As you said in your introduction, I am the executive director of the
National Congress of American Indians, which is the oldest and
largest national Indian organization.

We are strongly supportive of this amendment. In our prepared
statement, we point out that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has re-
ported an increase of nearly 25 percent in Indian child sexual
abuse from 1983 to 1984, up from 685 reported cases in 1983 to 932
reported cases in 1984. We are most concerned about this and are
very pleased that the Congress is moving so quickly to help stem
this tide of increasing incidents in this area.

We feel that the increased punishment, however, is not going to
be the solution that will ultimately stem the tide of the increase in
this area or cause a decrease in this area. We point out on the
second page of our testimony that the Congress Joint Economic
Committee has estimated that a 1-percent increase in the national
unemployment rate results in various increases in life conditions
deaths from cirrhosis of the liver, increase in suicides, increase in
homicides, 4 percent increase in State prison admissions.

The committee did not project increases in child sexual abuse
based on increases in unemployment, but we can imagine that if
these other factors are increased when unemployment is increased
by 1 percent that the increase in unemployment, the dramatic in-
crease since 1979 to the present on some reservations of more than
15 percent and more than 20 percent, has something to do with
this rise that we are seeing in child sexual abuse.

I was pleased to hear the Congressman and the witness from Jus-
tice agree that there is concurrent jurisdiction and would be under
this amendment. I was displeased to hear the Justice witness'
claim that there is insufficient appeals process, insufficiency in the
judiciary of tribal court mechanisms or tribal justice mechanisms,
whether or not they have actual courts, and that there is less due
process in tribal judiciary systems than we fmd in other places.

I think that the committee should ask the Justice Department to
substantiate with empirical data these claims, which I think are
just not able to be substantiated at this point.

I would note that on the fmal page of the Justice testimony there
is an interesting view into the due process of the general judiciary
system where the Justice Department is saying that this would go
far to punish would-be offenders, for example. I thought that was a
little odd in the actual prepared statement of the Justice Depart-
ment. I do not know how a would-be offender can be punished, and
we do not have this kind of practice in our tribal justice systems.
There is good lawthe Indian Civil Rights Act of the late 1960's

12
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and the standing Federal Indian policy that is a respecter of tradi-
tional tribal judiciary systems.

We need to point out here, too, that the limitation on tribal court
punishing authority is a congressionally imposed limitation that
allows Indian tribal courts to punish only to the extent of $500 or 6
months in prison. We feel that that limitation should be lifted by
an amendment to title XXV, perhaps through this committee, per-
haps by this committee's support through the Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee which usually handles Indian affairs issues. We
think that that is an important punishing authority for the tribal
courts to have, although, as we said earlier, this is not going to be
resolved ultimately by punishing the people; this is going to be re-
solved ultimately by lifting the burdens that the Federal Govern-
ment in large part has imposed on the Indian population and
caused us to be in gi zat survival mode at this time.

Thank you very much for attending to this and moving it.
Mr. CoNYERs. Let me compliment you on the real understanding

and experience that you bring to this hearing. We are grateful for
your testimony.

Could you tell us a little bit about how the tribal courts operate?
Ms. HAR.m. I am not the expert on this matter. What I know

aboutthere are some tribal justice systems that mirror the U.S.
justice system. The law and policy of the United States is to respect
the traditional forms of Indian systems, governance systems, even
though they do not mirror, or maybe especially if they do not
mirror, the Unit,ed States, so that some Indian nations depend on
their traditionai Temedies, their traditional justice systems, and are
successful in having those justice systems adhered to by the com-
munity of interest today.

Many of the Indian tribes, though, have adopted the justice sys-
tems that you see in the United States or in their surrounding
region. Some have appeals systems.

When I was at the Department of the Interior for 19 months
during the previous adininiatration, I was involved in two situa-
tions where the tribe and/or tribes could not resolve their matters
that were at issue and agreed to have an appeals system for that
particular matter of three judges from elsewhere, Indian tribal
court judges; they insisted on Indian tribal court judges; and that
worked perfectly well.

While there may be some Indian judges who are not law trained,
as the witness from the Justice Department described it, I think
that the most important thing in Indian country is that the indi-
vidual who is sitting in judgment be understanding of, knowledgea-
ble about, and sensitive to the things that are important to that
community, and the traditions in any given Indian community may
be something quite different from the thing that you learn in law
school.

I should point out that there are only two law schools in the
United States that teach Indian law, as such. You really have to
learn that elsewhere even though it involves an entire title of the
United States Code.

I would be happy to provide you with some information about
tribal courts. There have been numerous studies done. There are
several organizations that represent Indian judges, Indian courts;

1 3
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there are constantly training seminars going on for tribal court ad-
vocates, tribal court judges, done by the American Indian 'Lawyer
Training Program in northern California, by the National Indian
Justice Center, by the American Indian Law Center at the Univer-
sity of New Mexico. This is not something where justice is adminis-
tered out of a Cracker Jack box: There is serious attention to the
community of interest, serious- attention to fairness, due process, in
a tribal context, and that may mean something that is very differ-
ent, and I think it is presumptuous for someone to come in and say
that this kind of due process is not what we have as due process, so
we reject yours and accept ours. I mean that is what caused the
Indian wars.

Mr. CONYERS. Your insights are very valuable to this subcommit-
tee, and we appreciate your comments.

Mr. Edwards.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I agree with your ob-

servations on the value of this testimony.
The subcommittee that I chair and that you are a valued

member of, Mr. Chairman, hari hearings on Federal law enforce-
ment in tribal areas, and most of the Native American witnesses
pointed out that they do not want the FBI down there in the reser-
vations, that the FBI will not accept the investigations of the tribal
police, that they insist on doing their own investigation; then when
someone is arrested they drive them in an automobile maybe sever-
al hundred miles to a strange Anglo city where the native Ameri-
can defendant feels very much alone and in an alien atmosphere.

All the recommendations that came to my subcommittee a year
or so ago were that we should make every effort to strengthen the
tribal courts and the criminal justice system on the reservations.

So I wonder if this bill could be interpreted as going in the other
direction, if we are now inviting the FBI to go on to the reserva-
tions where they have experienced great difficulty in the past. The
FBI testified they did not .want this jurisdiction, the kind that we
were discussing before In the light of their experience at Wounded
Knee and on Big Pine and the other reservations.

So are we increasing the jurisdiction of the Federal police here so
that the generally white Anglo FBI agents are going to go in in-
creasing numbers then and saying that the tribal police are incapa-
ble of handling crimes such as this?

Ms. HARJo. If there is concurrent jurisdiction, which would mean
to me in its broadest sense that all peoples in the area are going to
be working together on this particular matter because it is so seri-
ous, then I think in a good neighborly sense perhaps it will have
been for the good.

The position of the National Congress of American Indians has
come from Indian leaders and Indian program people working in
the social services on the reservations, and they brought this issue
to the convention that we had in Tulsa in October of last year and
asked that we take this step.

It did seem inconsistent to some of us at first because of the di-
rection we have been going in, as you say, to strengthen the tribal
courts, and that is why we do insist and are sorry to hear the De-
partment of Justice say that they would not support an amend-
ment to title XXV that would increase the punishing authority of

1 4
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tribal courts in this matter. We think it should be done generally
but especially in this matter.

The problem is complex. There is the situation where Federal en-
tities have misread the situation on Indian reservations. There was
one incident at Red Lake Reservation when I was at the Depart-
ment of the Interior where we tried to get the U.S. Marshals to go
in and protect the Red Lake Indian community and they would not
because they felt that the individuals who would be the victims
were Indians, that this was an Indian-against-Indian thing so they
should not go in even though our law enforcement people were tell-
ing us that by sundown there would be widespread burning, per-
haps deaths. There was some 12 hours' notice. Despite all of this,
no Federal presence would go in even though they had jurisdiction,
and there were several children killed and a great deal of arson,
and that is something that should be laid at the feet of the Federal
Government.

In some areas it is the U.S. attorney who will not accept from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs law enforcement officer or from the
tribal law enforcement officer an investigation, that that investiga-
tion has to come from the FBI.

One thing that we found out in a brief, superficial survey in 1978and 1979 was that, in fact, some U.S. attorneys are taking the
direct investigations from the BIA and tribal police, only they do
not know it; it is signed by the FBI; and that there are problems
with geography, where the FBI office is 200 miles away. You do
have problems with getting people to hearings, problems with
speedy investigations.

There are enough logistical problems to really try to work out
some of them, make sure that everyone is equally trained, for one
thing.

A constant complaint that we hear is that people are not
trainedBIA and tribal police are not trained as well as they
might be; make sure everyone goes through roughly the same kind
of training system, and look at those places where the law enforce-
ment and justice systems are working on those reservations, and
try to see why.

There are some areas of Federal unresponsiveness that we can
lay right to the feet of an anti-Indian bias, especially where the
Indian is the victim, less so when the Indian is not the victim.

The issue is complex, and I do not think there is one single
answer to it.

Mr. Enw Anis. That is very helpful. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Boucher.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would only ask if you are aware of any Indian tribes that may

be in opposition to this bill. Everything we have heard so far is
supportive. Are you aware of any opposition among the Indian
community or elsewhere?

Ms. HARtio. I am not aware of any opposition. None has been
called to my attention. Everyone who has contacted meI men-
tioned how this came about, as an expression from our convention
which had represented 126 governments, Indian and native govern-
ments. I have not heard from any of the others that this is not a

1 5
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good thing to do. I know the Blackfeet Tribe and the Fort Peck
Tribes are most supportive of this and sent several people from a
group called Voices for Children to advocate for this at the time of
the hearing iif the Senate on this bill.

Mr. BoucHER. That is fine.
Ms. HAi4o..If there are, I do not know of them.
Mr. BOUCIMR. That is good:Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. Yciu have been a most valuable aiset to us in dis-

cussing this legislation. We are grateful for your coming. Thank
you again.

Ms. HAaJo. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Harjo followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SUZAN SHOWN HARJO

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, o- behalf of the Indian and
Native governmental and individual members or the Nationl Congress of
American Indians (NCA!), 1 thank you for pruviding this opportunity for
us to express our strong support for znactment of H.R. 3826.

The NCAI is the oldest and largest natonal Indian organization, w th
standing membership resolutions over Its 4I-year history from more than
75% of the Indian and Native governments. At our recent 42nd Annual
NCA1 Convention in Tulsa, Oklahoma, October 7-11, 1985, tnere were
126 Indian Rnd Native governments officially represented by dull,-
authorized delegates with voting privileges, along with more than 1,000
Indian and Native individual voters.

Our Convention adopted the appended resolution, which was included in
the Congressional Record of November I, 1985 (at SI4688 and S 14689)
by Senators Denton and DeConcini when introducing S..1818, the companion
legislation to H.R. 3826. We are most appreciative of the bi-parsian
support for thls legislation.

H.R. 3826 would allow prosecution in federal court, using state statutes,
for non-forcible sexual conduct involving Indian and Native children.
At present, tribal courts can administer punishment for up to six months
imprisonment, a punishment we consider to be too lenient for the heinous
crime of sexual abuse of children. We urge the Committee also to amend
the Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 USC 1302(7), to enlarge the penalty and
punishment power of tribal courts to imprisonment for a term of one year
or a fine of 81,000, or both. There have been intances where meritorious
cases have not been investigated and brought by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the U.S. Attorneys, and we wish for tribal courts
to have punishing authority more equal to this crime, especially in
those instances where the federal entities are unresponsive.

We further urge the Committee to add a proviso to H.R. 3826 to the effect
that nothing in this act shall be construed to preclude the tribal
jurisdiction over these offenses. It is unresolved as to whether the
tribal courts can hear Major Crimes, although we believe they have this
authority, and we wish to assure that this amendment to the Major Crimes Act
is not prohibitive prospectively. Tribal courts clearly can hear
lesser included offenses and, for example, can sentence offenders to
multi-year counselling and can Impose punishment stilted to the community
of interest, which many experts in this field view as the more
productive determent and rehabilitation course.

Tha Bureau of Indian Affairs reports an Increaseof nearly 25% in Indian
child sexual abuse from 1983 to 1984, up from 685 reported cases in I984
to 932 reported cases in 1984. Evidence of the increasing public
recognition of the rising incidence of sexual abuse of Indian and Native
children is to be found in the escalating number of local and national
forums on the prevention and recognition of sexual abuse. The National
Indian Health Board has included as an important part of its agenda for
the past several years the issues surrounding sexual abuse of children.
We also see increasing attention being given to child sexual abuse

59-180 0 - 87 - 2
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Issues in tribal newspapers.

While the authors of this legislation arc to be congratulated for their
concern and for the introduction of H.R. 3826, we hope that all understand
that more stringent punishment of sexual abusers will not end this type
of activity. These crimes are rooted in myriad complex social circum-
stances which have led to disintegration of many Indian and Native
families, to cultural alienation, to levels of Indian unemployment
exceeding 55% nationally and exceeding 90% on some reservatio,'s, to the
alarmingly high rate of suicides among Indian youth which is 2.3 times
that of the national average and to the high rate of alcoholism among
Indian and Native people.

Indian and Native children are a vulnerable population with regard to
sexual abuse, which runs counter to all tribal mo;es, but which is found
In modern conditions. Factors which contribute to a child's potential
as a victim of abuse include dysfunctional families, alcoholic parents,
violence in the home, and low self-esteem. The 1980 Census reports
that Indian and Native people have an alcoholism rate 451% higher than
the non-Indian population. In addition to the need to address root
causes of sexual abuse, more resources need to be devoted to the
identification of children who have been abused and to assistance for
these children.

The Joint Economic Committee has estimated that a I% Increase in the
national unemployment rate results in a 1.9% Increase In deaths from
cirrhosis of the liver, a 4.1% increase in suicides, a 5.7% increase in
homicides and a 4% Increase In state prison admissions. That Committee
did not project increases in child abuse based on increases In unemploy-
ment, but It is reasonable to expect that an increase does result. The
national unempl,riment rate dropped 27% from 1982 to 1985, but the Indian
unemployment rate rose 7% during the same period, according to the
Department of Labor and Buredu of Indian Affairs statistics. This, In
our opinion, has contributed to the Increase in sexual abuse among
Indian and Native childr.an. if, as the National American Court Judges
Association reports, se:4ual abuse of Indian children occurs at about the
same rate as sexual abuse of non-Indian children, this would mean that
one out of four girls and one out of sex to eight boys are sexually
molested by age 18, with 35% of the Identified children being abuse on
a reoccurring basis by someone known to them.

Passage of H.R. 3826, with the recommended amendment and proviso, would
protect some children by providing more appropriate punishment for sexual
abusers and would contribute to the public discussion and community
involvement In the prevention of sexaal abuse of children. We urge
swift enactment to help stem the tide of the increasing incidents of
Indian and Native child sexual abuse. We thank the Committee for
Its expeditious action.

1 8
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Mr. CONYERS. There being no further business before the subcom-
mittee, it stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIX

OPENING STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE JERE H DENTON, U.S.S.,
BEFORE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY SUBCOMM TT ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE

ON S. 1818, A BILL TO PREVENT T EXUAL MOLESTATION
OF CHILDREN IN INDIAN COUNTRY

MR. CHAIRMAN:

I THANK YOU FOR GIVING S. 1B18 EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION, THEREBY*

RECOGNIZING THE URGENT NEED TO PROVIDE FURTHER PROTECTION TO OUR

INDIAN CHILDREN. I ALSO THANK CONGRESSMAN BOUCHER FOR HIS ABLE

ASSISTANCE IN SPONSORING H.R. 3826, THE COMPANION TO S. 1818.

AS YOU KNOW, S. 1818, WHICH SENATOR DENNIS DECONCINI AND

INTRODUCED ON NOVEMBER 1, IS DESIGNED TO FILL A GAP IN THE MAJOR

CRIMES ACT, 18 U.S.C. 1153, WITH REGARD TO SERIOUS SEXUAL CONDUCT

DIRECTED AT CHILDREN. CURRENTLY, SECTION 1153 REACHES THE CRIMES OF

RAPE, INVOLUNTARY SODOMY, AND CARNAL KNOWLEDGE OF A FEMALE UNDER THE

AGE OF SIXTEEN, WHEN THOSE CRIMES ARE COMMITTED BY AN INDIAN IN

INDIAN COUNTRY. ALTHOUGH RECENTLY AMENDED BY P.L. 98-473 TO ADD THE

OFFENSE OF INVOLUNTARY SODOMY, THE STATUTE STILL LACKS ADEQUATE

COVERAGE OF NON-FORCIBLE SEXUAL CONDUCT COMMITTED BY AN ADULT ON

CHILDREN.

SERIOUS OFFENSES THAT ARE NOT NOW COVERED INCLUDE VARIOUS TYPES

OF ADULT SEXUAL CONTACT WITH MALE OR FEMALE CHILDREN OTHER THAN

'CARNAL KNOWLEDGE.' MANY UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS HAVE REPORTED A

TROUBLING INCREASE IN INCIDENTS ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS. AMENDMENT

OF THE MAJOR CRIMES ACT IS NECESSARY TO PERMIT EFFECTIVE

ENFORCEMENT, SINCE WITHOUT THE AMENDMENT THESE SERIOUS OFFENSES,

WHICH NEARLY ALL STATES TREAT AS FELONIES, ARE PROSECUTABLE ONLY IN

A TRIBAL COURT, WHICH MAY ADMINISTER A MAXIMUM PUNISHMENT OF UP TO

ONLY SIX MONTHS IMPRISONMENT AND/OR A FINE OF $500, ACCORDING TO 25

U.S.C. 1302(7).

!he previous numbered A* id2 2
14 wiginal document was blank
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MOREOVER, AMENDMENT OF THE MAJOR CRIMES ACT IS NECESSARY TO

INCREASE THE PROTECTION OF CHILDREN ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS AND TO

RENDER MORE SIMILAR THE PUNISHMENT FOR SUCH CRIMES BETWEEN INDIAN

AND NON-INDIAN OFFENDERS. A NON.-INDIAN WHO COMMITs THE CRIME OF

SEXUAL MOLESTATION OF A MINOR IN INDIAN COUNTRY IS PUNISHABLE UNDER

THE FAR MORE STRINGENT PROVISIONS OF STATE LAW, EITHER IN STATE

COURT WHEN THE VICTIM IS A NON-INDIAN/ OR IN FEDERAL COURT BY

ASSIMILATION UNDER 18 U.S.C. 1152 WHEN THE VICTIM IS AN INDIAN.

THE BILL ADDS THE OFFENSE OF "FELONIOUS SEXUAL MOLESTATION OF A

MINOR" TO SECTION 1153, THUS PERMITTING STATE LAW TO BE USED IN

FEDERAL COURT TO PROSECUTE INDIANS AS WELL AS NON-INDIAN SEXUAL

AOLESTERS OF CHILDREN IN INDIAN COUNTRY. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE

OFFENSE AS "SEXUAL MOLESTATION OF A MINOR" IS, LIKE THE RECENT

ADDITION OF "INVOLUNTARY SODOMY," MEANT TO BE GENERIC IN NATURE.

THUS, IT WOULD NOT MATTER WHETHER THE PARTICULAR STATE DENOMINATED

ITS OFFENSE AS "SEXUAL MOLESTATION" OR BY SOME OTHER TITLE SUCH AS

"INDECENT LIBERTIES" OR "SEXUAL CONTACT" WITH CHILDREN.

SO LONG AS THE STATE HAS ON ITS BOOKS A FELONY OFFENSE THAT

FROSCRIBES THE CONDUCT OF NON-FORCIBLE SEXUAL ABUSE OF THE PERSON OF

A MINOR, ALSO AS DEFINED BY STATE LAW, THAT OFFENSE WILL BE

INCORPORATED INTO SECTION 1153. THE OFFENSE MUST, HOWEVER, SE A

FELONY. THIS QUALIFICATION ENSURES THAT, AS WITH ALL OTHER OFFENSES

IN SECTION 1153, ONLY THE MAJOR VARIETIES OF THE OFFENSE WILL RE

SUBJECT TO FEDERAL JURISDICTION, MAINTAINING EXCLUSIVE TRIBAL

JURISDICTION OVER THE LESSER OFFENSES.

23
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IN TESTIMONY ON NOVEMBER 19. 1985, BY LOIS HAIGHT HERRINGTON,

ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, OFFICE OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, BEFORE THE SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE. MRS.

HERRINGTON STATED THAT THYS AMENDMENT, IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

OFFENSES CURRENTLY LISTED IN THE MAJOR CRIMES ACT, WOULD COVER ANY

AND ALL DEFINED SERIOUS SEXUAL OFFENSES AGAINST INDIAN CHILDREN BY

INDIANS. MRS. HERRINGTON ALSO OFFERED THE DEPARTMENT'S STRONGEST

ENDORSEMENT OF THE BILL.

THE BILL WAS ALSO ENDORSED AT THE NOVEMBER 19 HEARING BY MS.

SUZAN SHOWN HARJO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF

AMERICAN INDIANS, 'WHO SAW IT AS NECESSARY TO FIGHT THE INCREASE OF

NEARLY 25 PERCENT IN INDIAN CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE FROM 1983 TO 1984. UP

FROM 665 REPORTED CASES IN 1983 TO 932 REPORTED CASES IN 19R4. THE

SILL WAS ALSO ENDORSED THROUGH WRITTEN TESTIMONY SUBMITTED AT THE

HEARING BY THE ASSINIBOINE AND SIOUX TRIBES OF THE FORT PECK

RESERVATION IN MONTANA AND BY THE AMERICAN INDIAN LAW CENTER.

FINALLY, THE BILL IS ALSO ENDORSED BY THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

AS THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT NOTED IN THE FAMOUS CASE OF

NEW YORK V. FERBER. 'THE PREVENTION OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION AND ABUSE

OF CHILDREN CONSTITUTES A GOVERNMENT OBJECTIVE OF SURPASSING

IMPORTANCE." IT IS WITH THAT OBJECTIVE IN MIND THAT CONGRESSMAN

BOUCHER. SENATOR DECONCINI AND I INTRODUCED LEGISLATION TO PREVENT

THE SEXUAL MOLESTATION OF CHILDREN IN INDIAN COUNTRY.

MR. CHAIRMAN. I URGE THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO REPORT THIS BIPARTISAN

RILL TO THE FULL CCOMMITTEE.

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN., FOR YOUR COURTESY IN ALLOWING ME TO

TESTIFY TODAY.

24
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Testimony
of the

Navajo Nation
before the

House Committee on the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Criminal Justice

on
H.R. 3826 - Prevention of Sexual Molestation

of Indian Children

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, we thank you

for this opportunity to express our views on H.R. 3826. The

frequency of reported incidc.nts of child sexual abuse within

the Navajo Nation is increasing at a rate similar to that

found throughout the country. Unfortunately, the ability of

the Navajo Nation to provide appropriate criminal sanctions

in such cases is restricted by federal laws which place

sentencing limitations upon Tribal governments. The Navajo

Tribal Code provides criminal sanctions for many types of

child sexual abuse, however, the maximum sentence for such

crimes is six months in Tribal jails. At present the

federal Major Crimes Act fails to provide sanctions for

those instances of sexual abuse which do not fall within the

categories of rape, forceable sodomy or unlawful carnal

knowledge of a female under the age of 16. The jurisdiction

of the states does not extend to the reservation.

The result of this situation is, quite simply, that

Indian children residing on reservations are not accorded,

the same protections as other American children.
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The protective services offered through Social Welfare

programs do not provide adequate protection. This gap is

illuetrated by the experzl.ences of social workers throughout

the Navajo Nation. Often social workers encounter

situations of child sexual abuse. While thev are in many

instances able to provide immediate assistance to the child

such as temporary foster care, the only long-range solution

is permanent removal of the child from the situation since

offenders are not removed from the community. In the event

the abuser is a parent, termination of parental rights

actions may be commenced to permanently remove the child

from the home. Such actions are not always successful nor

appropriate, where only one parent is responsible for the

abuse both the non-abusing parent and the child are

penalized by removal. Witere the abuser is a non-family

member virtually nothing can be done aside from tribal

prosecution which, if successful, removes the offender for

only up to six months. 3ocial worker referrals to

prosecuting authorities are for the aforementioned reasons

virtually ineffective. Child protective services workers

feel frustrated by the lack of protection which permits an

abuser to remain in the community or a continual threat if

not physically, then phychologically, to the abused child,

and the community.
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H.R. 3826 attempts to remedy thie situation by

providing the same protection to Indian children that their

state counterparts receive. As the Congress has recognized

in'the Indian Child Welfare Act, children are our greatest

resource and their protection is of paramount importance to

the future of not only the Navajo Nation, but the future of

America. While there is an obvious necessity for the

inclusion ,of "non-forceable sexual abuse" in the Major

Crimes Act, 25 U.S.C. Sec. 1153, H.R. 3826 is not, as

written, without faults. Two specific issues must be

addressed: (1) The definition of the term "sexual

molestation of a minor" in determining which legal standards

are appliea and (2) The impact on the Navajo Nation

resulting from the disparities in legal standards between,

Arizona, -New Mexico and Utah. These issues

sequentially below.

are dealt with

(1) Definition: The use of the term "felonious sexual

molestation of a minor" may be both overly broad and

susceptible to widely varying interpretation. For example,

the Utah Criminal Code, U.C.A. Sections 76-5-402.1 and 402.3

are special prcvisions proscribing "Rape of A Child" and

"Object Rape" of a child both of which while distinguishable

from 18 U.S.C. Section 1153's definition of rape and carnal

knowledge overlap with the Major Crimes Act to the extent

27
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that 18 U.S.C. Section 1152 may make them applicable. Utah
also proscribes "Sodomy on a Child," a non-forceable crime,
U.C.A. Section 76-5-403.1 as well as forceable sodomy. Utah
also has criminal sanctions against "Forceable sexual abuse"

U.C.A. Section 76-5-404 and "Sexual abuse of a child" U.C.A.

Section 76-5-404.1. In each of the above sets of statutes,
those punishable acts against "children" which do not

require force define children as persons under 14 years of
age. "Moleitation" is not included in their definitions.

The sentencing scheme of the Utah Criminal Code is both
elaborate and complex providing for various enhancement

possibilities (e.g. use of a firearm of prior felony

conviction involving use of a firearm) as well as requiring

imposition of a maximum sentence dependent on the existence

or non-existence of mitigating or aggravating factors. H.R.

3826 does not define how sentencing in accordance with state
law is to be accomplished.

New Mexico and Arizona have equally complex statutory

schemes providing for forceable and non-forceable sexual

abuse, rape, sodomy against children and other persons. /t

is unclear how or whether H.R. 3826 would incorporate these
laws. Further, a eisparate impact occurs depending on

whether the acts charged are against females, and would

thereby fall within unlawfui carnal knowledge of a female

2 8
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under 16 as well as for example, rape of a child or sexual

abuse of i child, or against males, whether no federal

statutory proscription is applicable and state provisions

onli proscribe the conduct as against children 14 years of

age or under.

(2) Variable Impact on Navajos depending on which

state" law is applicable. In 1982 the application of a

state definition and punishment of incest under 18 U.S.C.

Section 1153 was unsuccessfully challenged by two Navajos

convicted thereunder based upon Arizona law. U.S. v.

Yazzie, 69 F.2d 102 (1982). In Yazzie, the defendants

challenged the application of the state definition to them

because the conduct while constituting incest in Arizona

would not be a crime in New Mexico. Thus, the same conduct

could be engaged in on the New Mexico portion of the

reservation, without sanction. The 10th Circuit in

rejecting the Yazzie's equal protection claim emphasized

that the disparate results in application of the law of the

states was based upon geographical location and not race.

Unfortunately, while the court, in a footnote, recognized

that Indians enjoyed a distinct "political" as opposed to

"racial" classification, the Court did not consider the

implications of applying diverse state laws on a distinct

political entity. The use of various laws and sentencing
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alternatives adversely impacts on Tribal Sovereignty in that

Tribal members who are reservation residents are treated

differently under the various state laws. For this reason,

the bill should be amended to impose uniform federal

standards. This could be accomplished by the inclusion in

Title 18 of a comprehensive definition that would apply

regardless of the geographical location. This would allow

for uniformity of application within the Navajm Reservation

and amongst those Indians otherwise subject to federal and

not state jurisdiction.

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for your hard work and

effort on this issue. We are prepared to work closely with

you and your staff. We also thank you for this opportunity

to present our views.
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STATEMENT OF NANCY M. TUTHILL, DIRECTOR OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN

LAW CENTER, INC. OF ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE OF THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES ON H. 3826, A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1153 OF

TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE TO MAKE FELONIOUS SEXUAL

MOLESTATION OF A MINOR AU OFFENSE WITHIN INDIAN COUNTRY

January 29, 1986

Mt. Chairman, I am Pleased to provide this testimony on

H. 3826, a Bill to Amend Section 1153 of Title 18, United States

Codato Make Felonious Sexual Molestation of a MinorAsn Offense

Within Indian Country. The American Indian Law Center strongly

supports enactment of .legislation whiCh will provide federal

jurisdiction to prosecute perpetrator's of child sexual abuse in

Indian country.

The American Indian Law Center is the oldest Indian

legal institution in the United States. It was established in

1967 to encourage the development -of political, administrative,

and leadership capabilitles of tribal governments. An Indian-

controlled, non-profit corporation, the Law Center provides

broad-based services in legal research, policy analysis, and

technical assistance to American Indian tribes, organizations

and individuals, as wall as governmental agencies .at all levels.

Since 1971, the Law Center has Specialized in.issues related to
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Indian children and for nearly a decade, we have ,focused 'on

child abuse and neglect in,Indian country. ,

In addition to children's issues, we have also spent a
number of years tackling the problems surrounding the criminal

justice system in Indian country. For example, as staff to the

Commission on State-Tribal Relationa, we sponsored the National

Conference on the Indian Criminal Justice system in Denver,

Colorado, in September, 1985. At this conference, the
'participants reinforced our concerns regarding problems with

investigation and prosecution of crimes in Indian country, e.g.,
child sexual abuse. The problems with investigation and
prosecution of Child sexual abuse;are similar to the problems

existing throughout the Indian criminal justice system and cross

cut several disciplines, and federel and tribal agencies.'

I firmly believe that a crisis may erupt in Indian
country if the federal government does not initiate legislative

and administrative Changes to the current method of identifying

and prosecuting perpetrators of child sexual abuse. From my
organization's work, it4s clear that there is a serious problem

in prosecuting the perpetrators due to jurisdictional
impediments in federal law, as well as in identification of
abused children, reporting requirements, investigation proce-

dures and treatment.

Tribes throughout the country are confronted with a host
of jurisdictional and enforcement problems. For example, in

Oliphant V. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 435 U.S. 191 (1978), the
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Supreme Court ruled that. Indian tribes have no 'criminal

jurisdiction over non-Indians. Therefore, tribes are powerless

to -prosecute non-Indian perpetrators who physically or sexually

abuse Indian children on reservations. While tribes can still

entertain a civil cause of action against a non-Indian

perpetrator for child physical or sexual abuse, the cause of

action is in tort, the remedy is in damages and the collection

of damages is very difficult.

The probleme ars not limited to non-Indian perpetrators,

however. The prosecution of child abuse cases involving Indian

perpetrators .and Indian child victims in tribal court is also

fraught with barriers. While the tribal courts have both

criminal end civil jurisdiction over Indians, the criminal

penalties :available are limited bi the Indian Civil Rights Act

of 1968 to a fine of up to 6500 and/or six Menthe incarceration.

However,the tribal court's power to sentenCe an Indian

perpetrator, even up to six months incarceration, is meaningless

and serves only to punctuate the injustice visited upon the

Child because,'in reality and practice,-many tribes do not have

the facilities nor adequate funds to incarcerate a convicted

perpetrator.

The alternative to prosecuting Indian perpetrators in

tribal forums, referring the case to the S.S. Attorney's office

for federal prosecution, currently presents yet another barrier:

federal jurisdiction.is grounded in the Major Crimes Act. The

federal courts have jurisdiction in Indian perpetrator-Indian
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victim child sexual abuse cases on116then the perpetrator has

allegedly committed one of the criMes specifically enumerated in

the Act. This limited jurisdiction is fUrther stunted by proof

and evidentiary problems, and the discretionary power of the

U.S. Attorney's office to decline prosecution of the case. H.

3826 would ease the situation considerably by creating federal

jUrisdiction over child Sexual abuse of Indian children..

This legislation'could'beneficially effect large numbers

Of Indian Children. -According to the 1980 Census, there are

119,313 Indian Children ender the age of 17 residing 'on

reservations. (See Table 55, General Population Character-
.,

istics.) This number does not include Indian children from

apiroxiMately 30 tribes in OklahoMa who are omitted 'fres- the

"reservation" category of the Census-classification structure.

Between' 20,000 and 40,000'Indian children in OklaboMashould be

includse in the eggragate totl. Tnerefere, H. 3826 Could

'impact upoiSiproximateli 16,060 Indian children Under the age
Of 17.

. .

H. 3826 is an important first'siep towards solving the

Problem. It is, however', only the first step beCause it only

improves the laat stage in a flawed Piccess. I view the process

as including five stages which iilvolve fiVe disciplines an'd

their respective tribal Or federal service providers." These

five stages are: rocognition or identification, reporlting,

investigation, treatment and prosecution. The fiVe disciplines

and their service Providers ara: (1) Education - tribe, Bereau

3 4
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of Indian Affairs (BIA), Headstart, school boards; (2) Social

Service - tribe, BIA, Indian Health Service (IHS); (3) Health

Care - tribe, IRS; (4) Law Enforcement - tribe, BIA, Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI); and (5) Courts/Prosecutors -

tribe, U.S. Attorney's _office, federal district court. The

traditional providers of eland welfare services on reservations

have been the BIA and IHS, and within the last decade, tribal

governments have delivered.theseservices themselves under the

..Indian.Self7Determination and Education.Assistance Act. A tribe

may also provide services .through one or more of the above

disciplines under discretionary and categorical funding from the

Office of Human Development Services (OHDS) ot the U.S.

Departmentef Health and Human Services (HHS), as well as the

U.S. Department of Juptice (DOJ).

While prosecution ie, the..lastetage, the first stage,

recognition .or 4dentification, is flawed by lack of uniformity

among cervice providere, such as IHS, put, Headstert, ,and the

tribe, on how te recognizethe characteristics of child abuse.

The second stage, reporting requirements, is likeWise flawed by

a lack of uniformity among the same service,providers on how to

report suspected abuse end on those who are required to report.

Headstart is the only federal program which has historially

imposed mandatory reporting to tribal courts. The third. stage,

investigation, suffers from laakef uniformity on the proper

procedures of investigation and,the gathering of medical and

forensic evidence in suspected cases of dhild sexual abuse.

35
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Finally, in stage four, treatment, there is no clear
understanding or agreement among the service providers on who
provides medical and psychiatric treatment to both the

.perpetrator and the victim.

In closing, while this legislation will resolve a part
of the total problem, the final solution depends upon the

cooperative efforts of the Departments of the Interior, Justice
and Health and Human Services to address the remaining problems

../ have cited. I am pleased to report that these departments
have informed me of their interest in exploring the possibility
of coordinating policies and procedures. In December, I met
with the Commissioners of the AdMinistration for Native
Americans and the Administration of Children, Youth and
Families, both of whom responded positively. I want to express
my appreciation for your efforts to alleviate the problem of
prosecuting child sexual abuse offenders in /ndian country.
Anything you can do to assist these federal agencies in

promulgating uniform policies and procedures would help to
prevent a crisis from erupting in Indian country.

36
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Association on American Indian Affairs, Inc.

93 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016.7877
(212)689.8720

Dr. Idrian N. Ran Irk
Est.. Ike Director

Officers
Alfonso Ortiz, Ph.D., Prnidenf
Ile n hunin C. O'SuIlIvan, Vire President
ItIchard A. Ilalknoon, Vkk, President
Jo Moto nIc Lewis, Secretary
1. Kermit Jr., Treasurer

STATEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION ON AMERICAN INDIAN AFFAIRS, INC.

ON H.R. 3826 SUBMITTED BY DR. IDRIAN N. RESNICK, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, AND JACK F. TROPE, STAFF ATTORNEY, TO THE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SUBCOMMITTEE oF THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE ON

JANUARY 30, 1986

We are pleased to submit this.testimony on H. R. 3826 in

response to your request. The Association on American Indian
Affairs, Inc. is a national citizens' organization
headquartered in New York City with 50,000 members, both

Indian and non-Indian. It is dedicated to the preservation
and expansion of American Indian and Alaska Native rights.

The policies and programs of the Association are formulated

by a Board of Directors, the majority of whom are American

Indian and Alaska Native.
This bill, and its companion bill, S. 1818, would add

felonious sexual molestation of a minor to the list of crimes
covered by the Major Crimes Act (18 U.S.C. sec. 1153).

It is a response to a perception that some individuals

who have committed serious sexual offenses against children
in Indian country have not been adequately punished. In the

course of our work in the northern Great Plains and
elsewhere, AAIA his been informed by a number of tribal
leaders that some cases involving serious sexual offenses by
,Indians against Indians committed on the reservation have not

been prosecuted in federal court--despite tribal requests--
because of perceived inadequacies in the'current federal

statute. U. S. Attorneys in some states have interpreted the

current statute as not covering certain types of serious .

sexual abuse which do not involve the act of intercourse. In

these cases, the only remedy available to tribes and affected
individuals has been utilization of tribal courts, which are

limited by the Indian Civil Rights Act to imposing penalties
of 6 months in jail and a $500 fine.

We support legislation that would give tribes and
affected individuals the option to invoke the federal system

in serious sexual abuse cases involving minors where the

tribal court is unable or unwilling to adequately respond to

the crime. To the extent that this Committee is interested
in passing legislation that creates such an option where it
does not presently exist, we are supportive of this

committee's efforts.
However, we have some concern with this legislation in

its current form. First, it must be made clear what this
legislation does not do--namely, that it does not deprive
tribes of concurrent jurisdiction to deal with these crimes.
Although the legislative history of the Major Crimes Act

seems to support the notion that tribes have concurrent

COPY AVAILABLE
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jurisdiction over crimes covered by the Major Crimes Act,there has never been a definitive Supreme Court decision on
this jurisdictional issue. Thus, it is important to be clearin this legislation that the passage of this Act does not
deprive tribes of any authority which they currently possess.
Ideally, this jurisdictional concept should be worked into
the legislation itself. At the least, the Committee Reportshould explicitly state that this bill does not deprive
tribes from exercising their preexisting jurisdiction overthese cases and that the purpose of this bill is simply to
provide an alternative forum for prosecution of serioussexual abuse offenses. This is important not only from an"Indian sovereignty" perspective, but also from a practical
standpoint. Federal authorities often do not deal with thesetypes of cases for other than jurisdictional reasons.
Particularly in the case of the less serious varieties of
sexual abuse, prosecution of these crimes may not be a high
priority for federal authorities and the authorities might bereluctant to commit substantial investigative and legalresources to ensure that such*crimes are prosecuted. Also,there may be evidential problems

in some sexual abuse casesthat will make it difficult,for U. S. Attorneys to prosecute.
In such cases, a tribal court may be better able to overcome
jurisdictional and evidential hurdles and penalize theoffender. In addition, in some intrafamilial cases, a local
tribal-based solution emphasizing treatment may be preferableto federal prosecution. Thus, it is important that the
tribal option be preserved. Otherwise, this legislation
could create a bigger loophole than it closes.

Moreover, we would note also that the long-term solutionto the.problem of prosecuting sexual crimes is to empower astrengthened tribal court system with increased authority todeal with these cases where they happen--at the local level.
Passage of this bill should be viewed as a temporary
palliative; it should not be viewed as a step toward a long-
term solution and should not be taken as a signal of a
retreat from the goal of strengthening Indian institutions,
including the tribal court, in order to provide true Indian
self-determination and enhance the ability of Indian peopleto-control their own lives. We ask the Committee to make
this principle clear in its report to Congress on thislegislation.

Finally, we have serious doubts about the method which
this bill has chosen for remedying this problem. It choosesto include a general category of sexual offenses ("felonious
sexual molestation of a minor") in the Major Crimes Act thatwill be defined by state law. Some states no longer use the
felony/misdemeanor distinction, however. That may create adefinitional problem and lead to claims that the legislation
is unduly vague. In addition, it is possible that some lessserious crimes will be brought under federal jurisdiction
which could infringe upon tribal sovereignty. Moreover,although some Major crimes are defined by state law
currently, we believe this to be a bad policy generally as it
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creates multiple definitions of a single federal offense.
Indeed, several reservations overlap two or more states and
for those reservations different laws would be applicable
depending upon where on the reservation tho offense occurred.
As reservations constitute distinct political entities, we
believe that such a result is irrational and unwise; all
Indians residing on a given reservation should be subject to
the same criminal laws wherever possible. We believe that
this legislation should not utilize state definitions; rather
it should explicitly and uniformly define in the federal
statute itself the cases it means to cover -- the more
serious varieties of sexual abuse. A variation of the
definition of "sexual act" in H. R. 596, currently before
this committee, might be considered. Thus, "felonious sexual
molestation of a minor" might be defined as "an involuntary
act involving a person under 18 or a non-coercive act
involving a person under 16 and an adult at least 4 years
older than the minor which involves (a) contact between the
penis and the vulva or the penis and the anus, however
slight, (b) contact between the mouth and the penis, the
mouth and the vulva, or the mouth and the anus, or (c) the
penetration, however slight, of the anal or genital opening
of another by a hand or finger or by any object with an
intent to abuse, humiliate, harass, degrade, arouse or
gratify the sexual desire of any person." This definition is
similar to that in many state codes and would cover the most
serious cases of child sexual abuse. An appropriate range of
sentencing for these offenses could be included in the bill.
Less serious sexual contact cases would remain under
exclusive tribal jurisdiction. We hope that you will
consider amending the legislation to incorporate this
approach.

In short, then, we support the purpose behind the bill
but would like to see it drawn more narrowly and carefully to
reflect that purpose and no more. Thank you again for
inviting us to submit this statement.

3 9
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AMERICANINCMANLAONCENTERINK1
P.O. SOX 4408 - STATION A

1117 STANFORO.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXIC01371013

PHONE(505)077.5486

February 4, 1986

Tom Hutchison
Counsel, Subcommittee on Criminal Justice
Committee on the Judiciary.
U.S. House of Representatives
H2-362 House Office Building
Annex II
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Hutchison:

As per your request, attached is my response to the four issues
you raised on H.R. 3826 following the hearing January 30, 1986.
I am sorry I will be unable to attend the meeting with you and
other interested Indian organizations tomorrow.

enclosure

Sincerely,

Nancy M. Tuthill, Esq.
Director
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS, RAISED DURING TESTIMONY ON H.R. 3826
BY NANCY M. TUTHILL, ESQ., DIRECTOR OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN LAW

CENTER, INC.

1. Definition of "felonious sexual molestation":
and
2. Uniform Punishment

The issues raised in the questions concerning uniformity
of definition and punishment are identical in many respects, so
/ will deal with both of them together. I would prefer
uniformity of punishment as well as definition, for I appreciate
the difficult situation confronting those eight tribes, like
Navajo, which span more than one.state. (Other tribes include
Standing Rock, Sisseton-Wahpeton, Colorado River, Duck Valley,

.Fort McDermitt, Winnebago, and Washoe) .; However, the inability
of tribes to effectively combat'the problem of child sexual
abuse has reached crisis proportions and my primary concern is
for an immediate vehicle for prosecution of child sexual
offenders. If opposition to uniformity would prevent or even
delay creation of a federal offense for child sexual aht.ee, /
must support the bill as is.

With respect 'tO the issue of the definition, H.R. 3826
and S. 1818 as written contain no federal definition of
felonious sexual molestation, so that state definitions will
apply. While each statels definition may differ, P.L. 98-457
creates minimum definitions with which states must comply in
order to receive federal funding. To compare the actual
differences among the various states with Indian reservations /

refer you to a study completed by the National Center for
Child Abuse and Neglazt in 19S4 entitled "State Child Abuse and
Neglect Laws: A Comparative Analysis." 'imis reeearch and the
publications were funded by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Office of Human Development Service
Administration for Children, YOuth and Families, Publication
number 21-01030. Mr. Jay Olson, Social Science Program
Specialist, at the National Center may be able to provide
additional information on the issue of uniformity of definition.

I also understand that the definition embodied in H.R.
596 has been proposed as an alternative definition. /f the
committee overcomes the opposition to this legislation and
considers it as an alternative, you should be aware that it
contains several flaws in defining child sexual abuse within the
Major Crimes Act. Specifically, it does not include sexual
contact which stops shnrt of actual penetration for those
offenses falling within the Major Crimes Act, and does not
include attempted sexual acts, even though other crimes within
H.R. 596 and state laws often do.
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/ would also like to suggest that in the event thecommittee considers including uniformity of punishment anddefinition, the committee should address the crimes of burglary,involuntary sodomy and incest for the same reasons. While manyof the crimes enumerated in the Major Crimes Act are defined byfederal law, the offenses of burglary, involuntary sodomy andincest are defined and punished in accordance with the laws ofthe state in which the offense was committed.

2. Concurrent iurisdiction

As / understand the concern on this issue, it is thatfederal prosecution will preempt and foreclose tribal
. prosecution of sex offenders, leaving

tribes without recourse ifthe U.S. Attorney declines prosecution. I agree that this aserious concern, however it appears that as a practical matterit will not preclude tribal prosecution. In any event, languagein the committee report can easily make clear that thelcgislative intent is that the bill not preclude tribalprosecution, but in fact, will create concurrent jurisdictionwith the federal government.

In U.S. v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313 (1978), the SupremeCourt ruled-EHit an-EATER offender may be prosecuted for thesame act in tribal court and then in federal court under theMajor Crimes Act without creating double jeopardy. The decisionwas based on the reasoning that
the tribal and federalgovernments were separate sovereigns, and could thereforeprosecute for the same act. While in Wheeler, the tribeprosecuted an Indian offender for a lesser included offense, andthe federal government prosecuted the same offender under the. Major Crimes Act, the reasoning could be applied to prosecutionfor child sex abuse. While I believe that the Wheeler rationaleprotects the tribes' concurrent jurisdiction, the committeereport lariguaga crz: legislative intent clear. Inthe event that a tribe is concerned that they cannot prosecutefor child sexual abuse if the U.S. Attorney's office declinesprosecution, they may wish to enact a' tribal ordinance whichdefines sexual abuse as a lesser included offense.

4. Extension of incarceration and penalty fee

The present limitations of the /ndian Civil Rights Act,25 U.S.C. sec. 1302(7), in many cases, may not be sufficient
when sentencing an offender in tribal court. Although I supportincreasing the limitiation to one year incarceration and/or$1,000 fine, I would rather this be proposed under separatelegislation.
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